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Six Word Story of My Life
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Can never make up my mind.
Katie Sparvero
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Phase Transitions Sonnet by Jason Vasko and Tyler Weinberger
O time and space, now look upon your fate,
the truth of this will make you quite irate.
This will affect everything small and large,
for soon all-knowing physics shall lose charge!
Alack, everything shall ﬁnally fall,
a force that can penetrate any wall.
The thought of it can make any man quake,
the fabric of spacetime this force shall break!
Nothing in the universe can stop this,
drowning everything in the vast abyss.
Unstoppable wave of pure destruction,
not a thing can stop its unreduction!
Perhaps this will create an ignition
of caution about the phase transition!
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My Poem Process by Gabbie Bernier
1. Think of something creative to start off with
2. Then see if that word rhymes with any other word
3. Realize that what you came up with rhymes with nothing
4. Start from the beginning and try to come up with something easier to work with
5. Realize that you are not meant to write poems and momentarily give up
6. All of a sudden get a boost of confidence and decide to try again
7. Realize that while trying to come up with my own personal poem process it might be
artsy enough to get into the magazine

A Strange Sort of Peace by Katie Sparvero
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I know the world is ending,
I feel pieces of the sky fall on my shoulders,
I taste stars drop on my tongue,
But I'm not worried,
I'm happy.
It sounds strange,
Even as I say it to myself,
But it's true,
Because in
One,
Two,
Or however many million years it takes,
People will ﬁnd what used to be here,
And they'll know that people here
Died together.
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Endless Room by Anonymous

Imagine a room
With no end or beginning
With nothing in its way
It just goes
Straight
It doesn't have unexpected turns
Or twists
Nothing can hurt it
Nothing can damage it
Don't you wish your life was that room?
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Entering the Realm of the “Golden Beast” by Giri Viswanathan
“Have a Nice Day” and “Don’t forget your backpack” were the first words that flooded my ears
as I opened the blue, wooden front door of my house. Stepping out, down the small step leading
to the front porch, my grandmother urged me along, somehow managing to inhumanly cook,
clean, and help me get ready for the jubilous day ahead. “She had always stood by as my
closest companion,” I thought, as I clenched her soft, leathery hands; feeling warmth as she
clenched me closer to her smooth, silky shirt, bright with the colors of a thousand flowers,
blooming and thriving around her loving heart. With me, she would hear the fiery roars of toy
cars or feel confusion wash over her when solving those confounded jigsaw puzzles, or for a
change, we would both fall victim to the unavoidable trap that she adored: Indian Movies.
When overcome by the yearn for those those, dramatic, vibrant Indian romances with the oh-so
predictable plot, the ones with the angelic actors boasting their glowing skin and perfect figures
engaging in some sort of intricate, exotic dance, nothing could draw her, and by definition, me
away from the pulsing television screen. Together, our imaginations ran wild, transported into
universes that prodded at the depths of the human mind’s capacity.
Looking away, I rapidly pivoted and gazed towards the dark road ahead, my polished leather
shoes scraping the freezing, rugged cement as I bounded down the front steps, racing towards
the sidewalk as a predator chases his prey. As I flexed the muscles bordering my juvenile eyes, I
squinted up, and the sun flooded my vision. Shielding my eyes from the dazzling rays, I caught
a glimpse of Earth’s organisms basking in its glorious presence, gulping down the golden rays
as if a tantalizing delicacy. In the Sun’s omnipotent presence, the grass emanated a brilliant
green light over the frigid autumn morning, complementing the colorful leaves that swirled in
tremendous hurricanes of red, orange, yellow, and brown as I trampled gloriously over the
damp, dewed surface. The frigid pre-winter breeze nipped at my soft skin, like a horde of wild
insects, and drenched my 4 year old body in a fluidic bath. Goosebumps rose like flowers on
my bare arms, making my hair rise like a black forest; however, forging ahead, my feet scuffled
across the compact cement in robotic, rigid motions. As my mind wandered, it quickly
overflowed, filled with worries about the day ahead, my transition to kindergarten, and the
ultimate rite of passage: riding the yellow beast. I had been entranced, seemingly, since I was
born, but a mere infant eyeing the golden monster roaring down the road, the one that took all
the kids to the great “school” I had heard conversation of. Marvelous, majestic, roaring a great
bellow at all who dared venture near, I had an obsession with what appeared to be the greatest
machine to be forged by human hands. Emblazoned with the symbol “school bus,” it proudly
displayed its might and duty to those who had the fortune of glimpsing the creature, as if a deity
had descended in utmost revelry to the terrestrial body I stood upon. Filled with dreams,
yearning to reel in the utter majesty of the beast, I finally caught a glimpse of the monstrosity,
the quadruped rumbling towards me powerfully. Supported by rubber legs of a giant, the
creature made the ground and all near the bus tremble in utter fear, subjugated by its mere
presence. The golden monster crawled towards me,

stalking my driveway; I stood awestruck, a mere insect compared to the sheer enormity that I
beheld, the one taking up the entirety of my vision. Eyeing me greedily, the bus grunted and
rumbled as its circular rubber limbs glided gracefully over the tarred road, towering and casting
a veil of darkness on the world. Screeching to a stop, flaring flashing colors and arms, the glass
doors clawed open, and I stepped into the belly of the beast. As my feet thudded across the
metallic base, the one who held the creature’s reigns, armored with a fleecy, warm red sweater
and a mane of snowy white hair, beckoned me forward into her vast domain. My legs echoed a
they bounced off the hard stairs, and the bus shook with its sheer and epic roar; yet, the small,
red-faced woman that I beheld remained steadfast, unmoving, patient, and unintimidated by the
monstrosity that she drove. Her lustrous, pearly smile and wrinkled face hid empathy and
acknowledgement in its crevices, contrasting sharply with the dark, solemn panelling of her
vehicle. Bearing a repertoire of teeth in an enormous smile, she drew me near with dark, seablue eyes, as if painted with an array of colors applied boisterously by a child, with streaks of
white, and aquamarine protruding from a black, focused pupil. Cautiously, as if entering the lai
of a predator, I entered the ocean of tough, brown, leather seats that was known as her
exclusive domain. Wading through the infinite numbers of children, quiet and subdued by
Dawn’s somber effect, I claimed a seat towards the rear of the creature as my own, feeling the
stiff, durable leather, squirm and adjust under my weight, a meager attempt to provide
cushioning for the people of the bus.
As the leaves began to cyclone around, as if missiles towards the clear glass windows of the
monster, my eyes opened wide, surveying the resilient, red brick house that I called home for
the past years. Filled with the shrieks of crying babies, overjoyed waves, and flailing arms, of
proud, jovial parents and elders, it stood as a mere testament and symbol of my past life. I had
braved the beast, and I had tamed its fiery spirit, a grueling trial that was but a of process
stepping amongst the hordes of juvenile feet. The process proclaimed me worthy of riding such
a creature, and such a Herculean task had readied me for the oncoming days of growth and
development. All my childhood dreams and obsessions had been a mere fantasy, vanquished by
courage and the adrenaline that coursed through my bloodstream would not allow anything to
stand in my way. I was now master of the golden beast, and it understood my dominance over
it, cowering underneath me in a grunt of feebleness. Looking forward, at the endless river of
autumn leaves and the stream of trees and houses speeding past me in a blinding display of
color, I faced the road rapidly advancing towards me. Peering into the coming inundation of
cars, I gazed forward and saw my future unfold, as the golden beast, rumbling and grunting a
fierce, magical bellow, continued forward, forging relentlessly toward the everglowing horizon
a vine of gleaming light crawling away into the morning sky.
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Haiku by Billy Dunleavy
This sentence has five,

The next sentence has seven.
This is my haiku.

Homework by Katie Sparvero
I did not want to

Write this poem, but Ms.
Castleman made me.
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Happy by Avery Benko
Sharing smiles all day

For every day in May
Keeping frowns away

Awake and Unafraid by Bridget Onest
Here I am
You wanted me to be here
Didn't you?
I don't mind
You always have underestimated me
I wonder why
Is it because
I do not declare my name
Like the other birds?
With puffed chests
They scream who they claim to be
But are they awake
The ones whose eyes
Are closed while their mouths stay open
As if they are waiting to be fed?
How can they say
They know who they are
If they don't look
Around them at the
Clouds, the sun, the moon, the stars
This once-beautiful world?
You look me in the eye
Saying I am afraid
Of what?
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I ask

This world, this once-beautiful place
Or perhaps those
Who puffed their chests
Declaring who they were with eyes closed
Those ones who made it this way?
You ask who I am
How can I say these things
As if they are the truth?
I ask who you are
What name do you scream
With your puffed chest?
Do you ever open your eyes
To see this once-beautiful world around you
In the midnight glow of the moon?
Have you ever
Sat alone to watch the sunrise
As it paints the hills?
Did you strain to hear
The trees whisper their secrets
As you passed them by?
And, furthermore, let me ask you
If you are not awake, how can you say
That you are alive?

The Unknown by Wesley Hopeman
Fear is what we project onto the unknown.
We push what we think is frightening into
what we all know as the unknown
Then all we do is think about it.
We think of worst case scenarios,
While sometimes all there is is a place
that will make you nothing but happy
But this fear is never-ending
And the fear is almost unstoppable.
But there is a way to not be afraid.
The only way to end the fear
Is to explore The unknown
And even if there is
something horrible there,
At least you know,
And are not afraid
Of the unknown
Any more
Pop Sonnet by Elizabeth Curley
Inspired by “Breaking Free” by High School Musical:
We art ascending, we art flying up
Thither is not a heavenly body
Thither we can never ever pick up
If we art attempting, we art got free
Thy knows the planet can always see us
In a way that does not show who we are
Forming a gap that we can not discuss
Until the space between our hearts is far
Alas thy loyalty has strengthened me
Power like walls that hath room to believe
Anon we art, from hither, growing free
We art ascending, through the sky we weave
Thou hath not a asteroid, thou can’t mark
If thou tries, alas, thou can free thy spark

Humans Can’t Fly
by Katie Sparvero and Bridget Onest
There once was a drunk man
Who thought he was Superman
He tried to fly out the window, man
And now there is no drunk man
Who thinks he is Superman
Because he is a dead man

Falling by Emily Davidheiser
The ground
It stops
The nothing
It begins
The lights
Wizz by
The sounds
Don't exist
My heart
Beat stops
When the
Ground begins
Again
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José by Rachel Silverman
All the kids run at night, around the
milk carton. After they have run
nothing happens.
One day, José woke trying to
remember what happened the
previous night. He sat up and looked
down at his green toes. He screamed
in shock but no sound came out. He
ran to his mom, screaming for her.
When he hugged her, she still was
screaming for him. He cried but no
tears came out. He moped back to his
room and saw himself lying
motionless in his blood-splattered
bed along with a green headless man
with no hands. José turned around to
his mirror to see his head melting
away. José looked behind him in the
mirror but he didn't see the headless
man. He ﬂopped on the bed and felt
someone tapping on his shoulder. He
looked up and it was the green
headless man. He spoke softly in a
low voice “What's wrong José?...
You're safe with me, Èsoj.” José
whispered in fear, “What have you
done to me? Let me go back.” Èsoj
smiled evilly. “You'll be back when I'm
done with you.” A tear ran down
Josè’s face but it was dry. Èsoj said
“You no longer can do anything to
affect this world.” José asked what
happened to his human body, but
Èsoj didn't say anything.
José didn't live to tell the rest.
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A Million Miles Away by Elena Hoffman and Nicole
Caputo
Inspired by Adele, "Hello"
Thou art like a dream in California,
My guilt hath come back after all these years,
Thou art miles hence in Bora Bora,
Mark my words, hear me, to clear away tears,
The telephone quietly sits, waiting,
I feel stuck like glue, while thou soars hence free
I'm in a pool of love, suffocating,
The old feeling of us is killing me,
The past is gone, only the present remains now,
The match is lit, and the fire is dying,
We must salvage the flame, that is on thou,
Don't kill the flame, I am done with trying,
I prithee that thou will make the right choice,
Throughout all this, I hope to hear your voice

Winter Day by Whitney McVeagh
It's such a nice winter day
Let's go out and play
The bright snow is so white
We should have a snowball fight
When it gets too cold
And the sun is not bold
We should go indoors
And make some s’mores
By the fireplace
With a rosy face
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Fall Out Poem by Bridget Onest
He was a city boy
Working for his love
As a waiter in a cocktail bar
He saw the stone set in her eyes
The taxman has taken all his dough
People try and put him down
He has saved his prayers
Although he wasn’t there she said he was
her friend
There must be some way out
How that music used to make him smile
The day before, all his troubles seemed
so far away
She was born in a crossfire hurricane
They don’t need no thought control
In the days of his youth he was told what
it means to be a man
They spoke of was and when
They enjoy to lose and to pretend

What Lies Beneath Miss Delilah’s Halfway House for Wayward Orphans by Katie Sparvero
Miss Delilah’s Halfway House for Wayward Orphans was no better than any of the other orphanages
in town, with its cracked, mossy stone, creaking wooden doors, and smudged glass windows like leering eyes
in the night. It did not seem to be the type of place where a child could be happy, and yet, everyone in the
house was happy. If you were to go inside, it would be like stepping into the past, for while other children
could be found watching technicolor movies ﬁlled with aliens and guns, while listening to cassette tapes or
compact disks about love and disco, the orphans could be found reading from musty old books about the war
between England and France, or listening to records on the gramophone.
Just like the house itself was a blast from the past, no one could quite remember when the house, or its
owner, Miss Delilah J. Evans, had ﬁrst come to town. In fact, if you were to go to the basement of the public
library, where the town records are held, you would ﬁnd a certiﬁcate, stating that Miss Delilah Josephina
Evans née O’Roark was fully capable of taking care of no more than 50 children in her orphanage/foster care/
halfway house at one time. If you were to go a level deeper into the public library, where the birth certiﬁcates
were held, you would ﬁnd an empty space where Miss Delilah’s birth certiﬁcate should have been. If you
were to go to the next level, where the marriage certiﬁcates were held, you would indeed ﬁnd one wedding
Miss Delilah Josephina O’Roark and Mr. James Feinstein Evans, yet a date would surprisingly be absent. A
birth certiﬁcate for Mr. Evans could be found in the ﬁling cabinets on the proper ﬂoor, and a death certiﬁcate
as well.

Pop Sonnet by Bridget Hughes
Inspired by Rick Astley, “Never Gonna Give You
Up”

Sunset by Emily Davidheiser
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For thee I have newfound emotions.
Although we both have loved others before,
I prithee thee to hark my devotions:
When likened to past loves, mine is much more.
Never should I leave thee wholly alone,
Nor would I take actions to make thee weep
And I’d sooner die than have seeds of discord sown
Between us; yes, my love runs just that deep.
Don’t tell me thou art too blind to see love
As it knocks vigorously on thy door
For thy heart hath been yearning to be free of
Its aching and just love again once more.
— I prithee, come with me, I’ll treat thee well;
Nev’r would I leave thee, I’m under thy spell.

Sadness is a crack,
a crevice that keeps on growing,
a break in your heart that will always keep you
moaning
sadness is like no other,
although it will bother,
sadness can be burned and turned into another
sadness turns to joy,
a smile on your face
no longer is that crack
still aching to come back
sadness is demolished
and your heart is freshly polished
sadness is now gone and
your life can further go on

Poem and Coloring by Spencer Greenberg

A Sadness Turns by Hailey Flaherty
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The sun
Lingers
On
The skyline
The light
Is fading
Ever
So slowly
The sky
Is a
Darkening rainbow
The moon
Glows soft
In a
Hardly
Visible
State
Because
The sun
must go
To bed
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When the Light Touched My Gun by Max Minard
There I was: a small, chubby youngling in my dark black cowboy hat. I had two small guns placed on my belt with six extra
loops around the hips. The tips of the pistols were covered with bright white duct tape to hide the large orange end of the
barrels. With the small hand held camera turned on, I glowered at my opponent.
He stood, several feet taller than me, staring me down with his one solitary eye. The eye shined with a light blue hue, ready
and yearning for a fight. His eye patch laid amongst his rough, scratchy eye brow with a light gray streak jutting across the
small sea of hair. His hair was hidden partially under the dark black bowler hat with the rounded top, too small for his head.
His dark green shirt contrasted with his silver and emerald colored plastic ring with the small label “Made in China” hidden
on its under belly. The cuffs were scrunched up, out of the way of his gun hand. My hands twitched fiercely, mirroring the
hands of my opponent. The man threatened to reach for his gun just below his hands, hidden in the dark shadow of his large
fingers.
I was not myself anymore. I was Clyde, the mysterious cattle rustler, the unforgiving killer of Billy Shackleford. I remember
seeing him walk once, tripping and falling on nothing but thin air, smiling and laughing in his feeble minded way. I
remember his face slowly fall, turning pale as blood slowly drained out of his plaid collared shirt. A similar fate would meet
my current enemy, Milford Gurden.
My hand dropped faster than the cattle I chased, I felt the cold metal rub across my pudgy, small fingers. The pistol quickly
rose out of the dark depths of my holster. As it rose, the sun shone off of it, bouncing directly to the small glass lens of the
camera. I pointed the pistol straight at the man, matching the white duct tape up with the small green buttons at the center
of his chest. I knew that I could not shoot my father, not in the film, not in real life. My gun would soon malfunction, I would
slap the side in an attempt to dislodge the small mechanism, but a shot would ring out, and Clyde would be lying dead on the
ground.
The next few seconds whizzed by, just as they were planned. Clyde was officially dead, a bullet stuck in his gut. He had felt no
pain, his death instantaneous. It did not hurt me, but I clasped a thin sorrow for my dead comrade. Once again a young boy
in a cowboy suit, I jumped up and asked, “Did I do it right?”
My father answered, “You were great, son.”
Recently, I saw an old, dark green shirt hanging in my closet. I slowly inspected the shirt, its large and wrinkled cuffs, its
many green buttons. Some of the buttons were missing, lost in the vortex of time. There was a small tear in the right sleeve:
my father’s gun hand. I took the green shirt off its hanger and tried it on. The buttons lined up perfectly, the cuffs unrolled at
the perfect length. I closed my eyes and looked back, seeing a small, chubby youngling in a dark black cowboy hat.

“Love” is the Thing Blooming by
Thompson Lau
The seed begins in your chest
And grows with every action
And never stops growing day or
nightAnd when it is fully developed
At the height of spring
It is wonderful
A great moment to experience
“Love” is the thing blooming
To show the whole world
And to express its true beauty

Berry by Chaz Troutman

Larry loves berries
Larry is friends with Jerry
Jerry gets married to Mary
Mary’s brother is Harry
Harry likes cherries
I know a woman named Sherrie
She got married to a man named Berrie
Berrie looks like a cherry
Sherrie is good friends with Jerry because he likes berries
Larry decided one day that berries were Harry
Larry stopped eating berries
But Sherrie convinced Larry that berries weren't Harry

Jerry has a pet rhinoceros named Cherry
Cherry gets fed gallons of berries
One day Cherry ate Larry
Cherry said that Larry tastes like berries
When Larry died he reincarnated into a berry
Larry’s neighbor Sherrie saw Cherry eat Larry so Jerry stopped feeding berries to Cherry
Cherry gets mad at Jerry
Cherry decides to eat Jerry
Jerry also reincarnated into a berry
Cherry soon ran away and ate lots of berries
But after awhile Cherry ran out of berries to eat
Cherry soon ran back to Sherrie and lived happily ever after
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Justice Served by a Life of Crime by Bridget Onest
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She woke up to the sound of rain
Pounding on the ceiling of her apartment
Getting louder and louder
The sky had brought an entire brigade
To fight the flat roof
Hanging over her head
Made to protect her from these fights
These battles threatening to drown her room
Fashioned to prevent sleepless nights
Spent in soaked beds
She twists and turns
Begging for even a second of sleep
'Awake' may be exciting when the sun is out
Because during the time called day
Humans lay out on the streets
Her neighbors become cats
Bathing in its rays as if underwater
Kings of the place called 'Procrastination'
'Awake' is not the same
When the sun is gonea
She wants to find sleep
Too tired to play hide and seek
Still too awake to stay there
The ongoing war between the sky
And her flat apartment ceiling
Gifts to her a headache
A slight pounding in her head
Her head is now a theater
With only one form of entertainment
The reenacting of this war
Now she knows
If she is to close her eyes
There would only be the sound of soldiers
Firing their tiny bullets
At a target meant to be impenetrable
She turns over on her right side
To contemplate why the war must go on
There must be a way to end it
A compromise to please both sides
An idea that with make the sky stop
Sending its endless ranks of soldiers
Off to the war against her apartment roof
Her flat apartment roof designed to protect her
From drowning in a sea of hatred
Last night the ceiling was reassuring to her
Something has changed
Now it seems the sky is winning
That the ceiling will give away
Cracks are already forming
The sky's tiny soldiers are beginning to seep through
This fight is finally ending
The only problem is she bet on the ceiling
Having a triumphant victory
Now that action seems silly
How could her flat apartment ceiling
Made of earthly things
Win a war against the sky
A sea of tears far away
Something she cannot even touch

Secondhand Smoke by Bridget Onest
Yellow dress on first date
Realized too late
Bloodstained wedding dress
He’ll only love the prettiest
A woman is like a rose
If you water it, it grows
Take care of her everyday
Pretty she will stay
Water, however, will not save her
Time comes for the rose to wither
The gardener will not wed
A rose that looks half-dead
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The China Doll by Bridget Onest
The girl was six when her mother bought her the doll
The china doll with red lips and pink cheeks
How that little girl loved that doll
She ran home from school
Every day to play with the doll
Dressing the doll up in little blue gowns
Using her own hair pieces to pull golden hair back
Stealing her mother’s eyeliner
Drawing smiling faces and hearts
On pink cheeks and blue gowns
How that little girl cried when that one foot broke off
She honestly thought that doll could fly
Little girls grow up
Make believe games lose their interest
Dust gathers on untouched shelves
More and more pieces break off
The girl was six when her mother bought her that doll
The china doll with the faded lips and smudged cheeks
Golden hair with the clumps of dried dirt
Worn blue gowns strewn across the closet floor
The girl was eighteen when she graduated from high school
On her way to college
Looking through the closet
Sorting through dusty shelves
Hands find a familiar shape
The china doll who wiped the tears from that little girl’s eyes
Who flew down the stairs with unbelievable grace
Laughed at the little girl’s lackluster jokes
The china doll who fell in love with Bennie
That little dog who lived across the street
For a second the girl pauses
And looks into those eyes
The eyes that were once a brilliant green
But she saw only gray
And that once-little girl
Threw that china doll away
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